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reporters with cassette recorders were threatened with removal from the theater by Chico
State officials. A reporter from the Chico
Enterprise-Record was nearly arrested by university police when he refused to give up his
recorder.
"Kick 'em out," several people yelled.
The reporters eventually gave up and returned
to their seats sans recording equipment.

hey began lining up an
hour and a half early, coming directly from Rush Umbaugh~
appearance at Filco Discount
Center to Chico States Laxson
Auditorium, waiting in lawn
chairs for the talk-show host~ Friday evening appearance.
In case anyone was unclear
about the audience's political
slant, promoters distributed "Rich
Republican" buttons to the first
people in line.
'There~ a silent majority in this
country. and I think he represents
our point of view," said Paradise~
Jerry Askey, one of the first in
line. "He expresses our opinions-that people are proud of
the United States of America, of
the free-enterprise system, of religion. He tells the real truth."

n keeping with his billing as a "political
satirist," Limbaugh distilled most issues
into a liberal vs. conservative battle of
philosophies.
"No liberal's dumb enough to want to live
under the rules they tell us to live by," he
said. "They're full of hypocrisy, and it's easy
to catch them on it ...
Limbaugh had some choice terms for
activists and environmentalists: "misfits;
kooks; weirdos; useful idiots; long-haired,
lice-infested maggots; empty shreds of discarded debris. "
America's activists, he said, aren't even
loyal to particular causes. "They JUS! go from
march to march," he said. "They're all the
same people. They all have the same agenda:
trying to chip away at the free-enterprise system and institute a more socialist system.
They are attacking the institutions that make
our country great. ..
Getting into the swing of things, helpful
skey secured a front-row seat and
audience members enthusiastically pointed
rose with the rest for a two-minute
out the sole Earth First!er in the group.
standing ovation-with whoops from
Limbaugh managed to stay stimulating
the younger, tanktop-clad conlingency-for
even when the performance took on a more
the colorful Rush Limbaugh, whose stand-up
serious tone, exploring his vision of AmeriJesse Helms routine has made him a standardca's future. "This culture war is going on
bearer of the far right.
because the mainstream-people like us-are
Host of a wildly popular syndicated radio
show, which runs six mornings a week on
finally fighting back.
"This country is basically conservative,"
KPAY, Limbaugh sold out the 1,300-seat auditorium with ease, even at $15 a ticket. Sixhe continued. "People are finally getting fed
up with seeing their children's futures add up
dollar mugs and $16 T-shirts depicting the
to nothing." He went on to predict an Eastern
corpulent personality in slimmer times were
European-style revolution in the United
snapped up by the dozen.
Pacing back and forth on the large, bare
States.
stage, frequently mopping his expansive brow,
On a somewhat lighter note, Limbaugh
Limbaugh took on a familiar array of topspent a disproportionate amount of time on
ics--Jesse Jackson, Roseanne Barr, homosexthe subject of animal rights. "Animals don't
uals, Brian Willson, modern art, Desmond
III IIIII!' II:...
Radio personality Rush Limbaugh chats with one of have rights," he said. "Does it ever occur to
Tutu. Hiroshima, Mitch Snyder, the ozone
IfI. Qolllhi§lli
hundreds of adoring fans who came to Filca Dls- you that maybe we're spending too much time
layer, and world hunger-to shouts of delight
count Center Friday afternoon to get autographs and and money worrying about a bunch of dumb
from the audience, who laughed or applauded
shake hands with the talk-show host. who spoke that animals while our own society is going to hell
nearly every sentence, joke or no, anticipating
evening in Chico State~ Laxson-Auditorium.
in a handbasket?
ft
every word.
;J
-~-,~"We've evolved past animals," he contin.. Now what was there in that sentence to
aberaM~
microphone pantomime during a Barney ued. "If they can't adaptto us, screw them."
applaud?" he asked at one point, clearly
~
~~
Frank routine.
By evening's end even the few stone-faced
bewildered.
While taking on liberals at every opportu- skeptics in attendance were smiling, albeit
.. YOIl said it," someone called out.
nity, Limbaugh carefully avoided offending grudgingly. You had to admit the guy was
the aUdience's one or two minorities-though entertaining.
the Japanese took a beating-and was partieuOnly time and fickle radio audiences will
sing a combination of "pure, concentrated, unadulterated, 100 percent
=~=~
larly cautious on the subject of women.
tell if Limbaugh goes the way of Morton
logic" and name-calling-though
BY MAITHEW BUDMAN
Quoted extensively as having said, "Femi- Downey and Wally George, once-popular
nism was established so as to allow ugly talk-show hosts whose outlandish conservaneither he nor the audience made a distinction
women easier access to the mainstream," tive views quickly became ludicrous.
between the two-Limbaugh tried to debunk
"liberal causes" by telling stories and jokes
Within the constraints of the rated-PG pro- Limbaugh made a halfhearted effort to ameFor now Limbaugh is capitalizing on his
with puns and impersonations, a sarcastic motional tour, Limbaugh lived up to his fire- Iiorate the criticism, not that he really needed act, which grossed more than $18,000 in
delivery and comedian's timing.
and-brimstone, Morton Downey-ish reputa- to-at least a quarter of the audience consist- Chico---<Jf which CSUC kept $2,500, the rest
"I'm trying to capitalize on anti-Japanese- tion. "I will make some graphic statements ed of women.
going to Limbaugh for speaking fee and
"I am not a sexist chauvinist pig," he said, expenses-and is just one of many stops Limbuying-of-America sentiment," he explained.
tonight. I will speak bluntly," he said, but at
The Laxson stage creaked under the con- one point he apologized for uttering "the S- "but I do like sexist humor." He suggested baugh is making this summer.
siderable weight of the speaker, who while word.
that it would be appropriate for women to
Upon Limbaugh's farewell wave and
reading a list of audience-question cards
"I try to get through these appearances fight in combat only if at the time they were attempted bow, Jerry Askey was one of the
dropped one and stared at it. "Could someone without getting profane," he said. "II slipped suffering from PMS. "It turns a woman into a first 10 rise for the evening's second standing
ovation. "It was everything I expected, and a
pick this up for me?" he asked. "I don't bend out, and I'm sorry." In lieu of profanity, Lim- hellion," he said.
Journalists got a tongue-lashing, and in lot of fun," he said. "He's real entertaining as
over. I'm not kidding." Jerry Askey clam- baugh didn't hesitate to use "activist" as a
hercd onstagc and handed him t,he c~r~I..... : •••d~~o.g.a!o.rr .1:!.lI!,,}~,~~p.~rform an obscene accordance with Limbaugh's contract, two well as factual."
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